
WEEK FIVE Homework 
 

 

ATTENTION CUE/WHISTLE: 
1. DISTRACTIONS - Begin to gradually increase the distraction this week: outside in 

the backyard when your dog hears a noise, in the front yard as people go by, when 
out on a walk and your dog is sniffing something on the ground. 

2. SUPERSTITIOUS BEHAVIORS – Don’t forget to work on superstitious behaviors: 
with your back to your dog, standing up, sitting in a chair, sitting on the floor.  

3. FOLLOW WITH A CUE – Start to pair this cue with any of the behaviors your dog 
has on cue: SIT, DOWN, WITH ME, MAT, etc.  

4. Say your dog’s ATTENTION CUE once in a clear tone.  Practice like you will be 
using this cue, with a tone of voice that sounds like you want his attention.   

5. As he turns to look at you, follow it up with what you want your dog to do. 
6. MARK and FINE DINE for 30 seconds. 

o If your dog does not respond, say ‘too bad’  and do something unexpected! 
Be careful not to repeat your ATTENTION CUE. 

 

RECALL CUE: 
Use ATTENTION CUE/WHISTLE followed by RECALL CUE 
(quick/here/come/whatever)  
start with very little distraction and gradually increase off of food, kids, other dogs, 
sniffing etc. – Give cues one time, and reinforce, reinforce, reinforce!!!  If they don’t 
come off of the distraction, get the heck out of dodge!  Run away, and stop and 
reinforce if they start to come to you – run and hide if no response until they look for 
you, then reinforce! 
 
 

CHASE: 
Play the game of chase – dog chases you and you reinforce!  Throw treats on the 
ground and then have them chase you – throw a ball and then run away and have them 
chase you – make it fun and reinforcing to chase after you!  Make sure you stay in 
control of the game and end it if they start to nip or tackle you.   
 
 

REMINDER:  Only give your cue ONE time! 


